
 

 

The LogicAll Solutions (LAS) MobileTracker for Android Devices 
 

The LAS MobileTracker runs on devices (phones, tablets, etc.) supporting the Android operating system, 

and accesses the device GPS and compass hardware to give the user their current location and 
bearing.  If intenet access (cellular or wi-fi) is available, the GPS coordinate location is also uploaded to a 

global server system.  This information, along with the Device ID (user id, handle, nickname, gamer tag) 
is used to create a link on our websites for a user of a website browser to view the device's current 

location on a Google Earth map.  Website subscriptions are available if a user (in the case of a parent or 

guardian or business) does not desire the location(s) to be displayed on the public access website.   
 

Typical uses include helping dispatchers keep track of delivery personnel, sales persons, service 
technicians, and so on.  Employees can check in at locations with a GeoTag to prove they were there, or 

to note a location for later discussion.   Some first responders have discussed using the MobileTracker as 
a 'head count' to verify that everyone who entered a building came back out - leave no one behind.  The 

app is great for clubs or groups, and can be used for fun to show friends where you are, or a favorite 

spot you know.  The MobileTracker XS is the only application which starts automatically and runs hidden 
without user intervention and is intended for use by parents or guardians so they can see where their 

children are, or in the case of the elderly to be aware if they go for a walk without telling someone.  
 

 

Features: 
Display of the last recorded GPS coordinates in lattidute/longitude format 

Display of the user's current azimuth facing, displayed in NSWE compass format 
Upload of current position to global servers (viewable in an internet browser) at five minute intervals 

Get an instant update of GPS coordinates and upload the current location to the Gallery section of 
our/your website with the touch of a button 

 

 
Versions:     

 
MobileTracker LT --- for GPS enthusiasts - only reports to the public access website 

MobileTracker --- for businesses, groups, and the serious GPS enthusiast 

MobileTracker XS --- for parents/guardians who wish to use the GPS in the phone to keep an unobtrusive 
eye on the people they are responsible for 

 
Public Access Website:  http://gps.logicallsolutions.net/MT/LAS2010 

 

LogicAll Solutions Websites 
http://GPS.LogicAllSolutions.Net 

www.truckGPS.com 
www.GPStablet.com 

www.TrackYourEmployee.com 
 

Note:  To avoid an invasion of privacy, the MobileTracker app requires that the user must enable the GPS 

on their device for coordinates to be updated.  The MobileTracker apps minimize battery use by updating 
the user's postion at five minute intervals.  The device's GPS sleeps during the interval unless another 

application, Google Maps as an example, keeps the GPS active.   

 


